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Speedclean 2500Xa
AIR POWERED HIGH PRESSURE CLEANER
Simple, reliable and easy to use

►►The toughest, safest and most efficient pressure washer you can buy
►►Heavy duty low weight high pressure cleaner for professional use
►►Oil lubricated pump packings and low piston speed for superior
service life
►►Unique reliability proven through years of service
►►Can handle water up to 150oC
►►Explosion proof

SIMPLE AND ROBUST

The heavy duty Speedclean high pressure cleaners are renowned for efficient cleaning under
all types of conditions. The high pressure pump
moves only when you spray and the high pressure packings are protected by oil lubrication,
features which ensure superior service life.
The patented prize-winning motor has two
moving parts, only. There are no springs or other
mechanical devices and no in-service adjustments are required. The reciprocating motion is
controlled by a simple air operated shuttle valve
resulting in a very compact unit made up by very
few parts. A high quality lubricator ensures correct
lubrication at all times. All critical parts are in
acid resistant steel or bronze. The result gives
you long term trouble free operation.

SAVE TIME

The high pressure delivered by Speedclean
means that you can work much faster. A doubling
of pressure gives four times higher cleaning
speed.

SAFE AND USER FRIENDLY

Compressed air power eliminates any risk of
short circuits, fire and explosions. Speedclean is
therefore safe to use in any environment and any
industry.
Small dimensions, low weight and large wheels
makes it easy to handle on uneven surfaces and
in tight corners.

ECONOMICAL

Speedclean offers safe and very fast cleaning
using a minimum of costly cleaning agents. Just
connect the air and hot or cold water and you’re
ready to go. Ease of use enhances cleanliness
and maintenance of your plant. The result is less
down time and less depreciation.

TECHNICAL DATA
2500

Speedclean
Pressure ratio

25:1

No of cylinders

2

Capacity (l/min)

0-30

Pump pressure (bar)

0-280

Pressure at 8 bar air (bar)

185

Water temp. (deg C)

0-150

Air consumption (m3/min)

0-7.5

Recom. air pressure (bar)

5-12

Water inlet pressure (bar)

0-25

Length (mm)

720

With (mm)

520

Height less handle (mm)

540

Weight (kgs)

53

ENVIRONMENTALLY SOUND

Speedclean handles boiling hot water continually
and it is therefore ideal for cleaning and degreasing
without undue use of chemicals. Efficient
degreasing normally requires 70-100oC.
This is well within the operating range of 
Speedclean.


STANDARD SCOPE OF SUPPLY
High pressure hose 10m x 3/8”
Heavy duty cleaning gun
Long lance with flat jet nozzle
Nickel and chrome plated steel frame
Efficient silencer and oil lubricator.

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

Turbo jet nozzles. Pipe cleaning nozzles
Hose reels. Sand blaster
Air filters, water traps
Filters for inlet water
Selection of hose and lance lengths
Lance on wheels. Spare seal sets
Vibration dampers for fixed installation
Fog nozzles, chemical injectors etc.
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